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KinSim model rate constants and results

Summary of rate constants used for the model are shown in Table S1 and results for the a-pinene and b-pinene systems are

shown in Figure S1. Most come from the JPL Kinetics Data Evaluation (JPL 2015) or the IUPAC Evaluated kinetic and

photochemical data for atmospheric chemistry (IUPAC 2006). The rate constants for have not been measured and therefore,

the a-thujene system was not modeled.5

Figure S1. KinSim model results for the apin and bpin systems. For the apin system, initial modeled NO2 concentration was made to match

experimental NO2, but magnitude was scaled to make modeled O3 fit experimental O3 because the magnitude of the O3 measurement was

more reliable.
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Table S1. Table of rate constants used for modeling experiments.

0.1 Monoterpene chemical information

(-)-beta-pinene >94.0% purity, TCI Chemicals, CAS 18172-67-3.

(+)-3-carene >90.0% purity, TCI Chemicals, CAS 13466-78-9.

(+)-alpha-pinene 98% purity, Sigma Aldrich, LOT SHBH5409V.

alpha-thujene: We isolated alpha-thujene by fractional distillation of commercially-available Boswelia serrata (frankincense)5

essential oil. We kept the temp of the distilling flask at 175 C and collected 5 mL of the vapors that were first to condense. We

then repeated the process 2 more times to get a small sample of triple-distilled oil. We estimated the composition of the sample

by running GC-MS. The sample was 93% a-thujene in July 2019 and 91% in November 2019, so we are assuming the sample

was >90% pure when we ran the chamber experiments. The most significant impurity is a-pinene. The frankincense oil we

used was about 65% a-thujene prior to distillation. For GC analysis, we used a Varian Saturn GCMS with a Restek dimethyl10

polysiloxane 30 m column and ether as the solvent. Initial oven temperature was 50 C, then ramp to 200 C at 10 C/min for 15

minutes.
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0.2 Particle size distributions

Size distributions of each MT system were measured using an SMPS system. New particle formation was observed for the dcar

and bpin systems and no particle formation was observed for the athuj and apin systems.

Figure S2. Particle size distributions of each MT system.
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0.3 CIMS yield processing

Peaks were fit and integrated using Tofware. Equation (1) details the yield calculation. The integrated signal for every peak were

summed, divided by the reagent ion (NO3, multiplied by the calibration factor (Fcal = 6×1010), averaged over the duration of

the experiment to find the raw number of molecules generated. That number was multiplied by the wall loss correction factor

(Fcor) for monomers (1.29) and dimers (1.49) separately, then multiplied by the flow rate going into the inlet of the mass spec5

to find molecules/cm3.

∑︁
int

NO−
3

×Fcal

time
×Fcor× flow−1 = cm−3 (1)
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0.4 Detailed mechanisms for each MT system

Mechanisms for each MT system are shown in this section. "X" corresponds to bimolecular reactions with nighttime radicals

(NO3HO2RO2). Blue arrows indicated alkoxy scission pathways and red arrows indicate aklyl radical rearrangement ring

opening reactions. ROOR indicate dimerization reactions and EP indicate RO2 epoxide forming reactions.

Figure S3. Detailed NO3 + d-carene mechanism scheme.
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Figure S4. Detailed NO3 b-pinene mechanism scheme.

Figure S5. Detailed NO3 a-pinene mechanism scheme.

0.5 Wall loss of N2O5 and dcar + NO3 products

N2O5 was measured using I-CIMS with the same inlet configuration (TI) used for NO3-CIMS. I- ion was produced by filling a

teflon permeation cell with liquid methyl iodide and flowing ultrahigh purity N2 over a sealed stainless steel canister containing

the permeation cell. I– ,I –
2 , IN2O5, and IHNO3 were used as calibration ions. Peaks were analyzed using tofware in igor. The

decay of N2O5 was fitted to an exponential function and the k value was found to be 1.25×10−3.5
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Figure S6. Detailed NO3 a-thujene mechanism scheme.

Wall losses for individual species were measured for the dcar system by allowing the gas phase species to reach steady state,

then shutting off the oxidant and dcar flow into the chamber. The missing flow was made up with zero air in order to maintain a

constant dilution rate. The decay curves for each compound were exponentially fitted and k values were found to encompass a

range of 4.0×10−3 to 1.3×10−2 cm3 molec−1 s−1. The speciated decay traces were subtracted from an NO2 decay trace that

was used to approximate dilution in order to calculate the wall loss (Figure S7). These newly calculated wall loss traces were5

added to the raw formation traces in order to find the wall loss corrected formation trace, and those corrected traces were fitted

to sigmoid curves to find the formation:sink time of each individual compound (Figure S8). Overall, the formation:sink times

were greatly affected by the wall correction. Shifts of up to one minute in the positive or negative direction were observed, but

monomers tended to have positive shifts smaller in magnitude and dimers had larger shifts in both directions.

Figure S7. Manipulated time series trace of one species (C20H32N2O14 without reagent ion) as an example of how wall losses are calculated

and formation times corrected.
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Figure S8. Speciated wall loss correction times for d-carene + NO3 oxidation products plotted against O:C effective. Blue circles are

monomer species and pink circles are dimer species.

0.6 b-pinene experiments comparison of results from high and low concentration

+ NO3 experiments were done for two different concentrations of , 8 and 80 ppb. Results from these experiments were averaged

for comparison to the other MT systems, but raw results from each experiment are shown in this section (Figure S9). The mass

spectra for these two experiments were very similar. Almost every major peak was present in both spectra. However, elemental

ratios for each experiment show changes in every category, with major changes observed for fragmentation and oligomerization5

products (C number). About 10% more C7 fragments and 10% less C10 species were observed for the high concentration

experiments. Additionally, about 20% more C20 dimer products were observed for the high concentration experiments, while

the low concentration dimer carbon number distribution was more spread out among the C17C19 and C20 peaks. Less drastic

differences were observed for the other categories. Slightly more monomers (3%) than dimers and C10N2 than C10N1 products

were formed in the low concentration experiment. Slightly more C10N1H15 compounds than C10N1H16 were measured for the10
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high concentration experiment, as apposed to the low concentration experiment in which the H16 and H15 contributions are

almost equal.

Figure S9. Comparison of elemental ratios and mass spectra for low concentration (8 ppb) and high concentration (70 ppb) bpin experiments.
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0.7 NO3-CIMS peak lists
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Figure S10. Peak lists for each MT system

.
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